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Synopsis Episode 2

A bookkeeper in a cabin in the woods is executed by a hit-man. Kwon is 
dreaming in a spirit world. The shock of killing someone has taken its 
toll. Crow's Brother, from his own dreamtime space, gives her spirit 
guidance. John and Art Group take combat training. Use of firearms and 
hand-to-hand, as well as intelligence gathering, fill out their new 
regimen. Alice and Zoe on remote assignment, split from art group. Diaz 
explains to FBI's Anderson that John wishes to filter his intel through 
her. Anderson agrees the asset should feel trust. John directs Albert to 
create body armor for Kwon.  

Albert creates a secure smart app for the group to share intel. The  Cop-
World psychologist shows a potentially dangerous profile of John. Diaz is 
warned to keep close tabs on him. Bobby offers help from “his brothers” 
from his military unit, who now do private security. Marco discovers, from
a banker's wife, that ABD Corp is missing over a billion USD. Matilda, 
annoyed by Kwon’s self doubts, gives her a wake-up call. Roger cooks up an
Art House auction scam. Alfred's crime game app goes live.

The murder of Zoe’s friend and model, Nikolina, ignites speculation and 
investigation of art gallery and dark corporate dealings. Diaz reassures 
John and offers to be his friend. Alfred sets up a safe house in Greece. 
ABD Corporate meeting underlines arrogance, paranoia, and dirty tricks. 
Nikolina’s mother, a Ukrainian spy, is freed from prison. The black-gloved
woman teaches Alice and Zoe spy-craft. 

At Svetlana's memorial, her mother's lesbian lover and former Stasi 
officer is  snooping around. Art Group agree that intelligence rather than
combat has to be where they can make a difference. In Greece, the 
bookkeeper gifts Athens police with damming evidence on corporate 
criminals. Kwon rights herself with the help of Crow's Brother's spirit 
walk. Alice infiltrates “big shots” art opening. Zoe travels to her 
island, Hydra, in Greece.

The bad girls, Ukrainian spy and ex-Stasi lover, run serious surveillance 
on ABD Corp. Zoe meets a writer, Elliot, on the way to her Greek island. 
Alisa Chumak, the Ukrainian mother, makes nice with the banker's wife. 
Director of ABD Corp., found in a bathtub, strangled, with a bouquet of 
flowers sprinkled around him. Spy-craft lessons continue via Albert's 
secure app. Information from the banker's wife and a confession from 
tortured Bixby condemns the board of directors. As John, Kwon and Diaz 
converge on ABD Corporate to make an arrest, the ABD Corporate 
headquarters explodes. 


